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Welcome to Palmerston North Marist 2nds today to Merrilands Domain for the second round of the
Women's Federation League.  Marist is a club I spent 4 years with in the early 2000's albeit in the men's
teams of course.  Marist is leading the way in women's football across our Federation with a strong pathway
from social to the highest level and we hope to emulate that one day with the work we are doing here.

Our first game at this level didn't quite go to plan. Going down 1-0 after just 1 minute was a harsh
introduction to the league, and even though we bounced back to equalise in the 6th minute, we  found
ourselves 4-1 down at half time.  The second half was shared 2-2 meaning Massey took the win 6-3 and the 3
points.  Goals to Holly Kleinsman (2) and Lilly Dowsing will provide some confidence going into today's fixture.

The curtain raiser today is our Ezewash NP Rangers 2nd team against a quality NPGHS team who will be
looking to back up their premiership win from 2020.  This is the start of the local leagues and will really test
our depth due to the additional team this year.  Coached again by Monty Ammundsen there are a lot of
regular faces that know what it takes at this level so we are looking forward to a good season.  

There is a lot going on around the club as all of the local men's leagues start this weekend as 
well.  We have teams scattered around the region with the only other home game being 
the oddbodz verse the Francis Douglas Memorial College Development team.   

A lot of work has gone in to get to the start line so again we have to thank those that 
are behind the scenes, making this club function.  The committee listed above does 
hours of volunteer work each week to ensure teams have playing uniforms, a nice
place to play and also socialise, but also to bring in much needed funds to keep the 
club operating to such a high standard.  We feel like we ask to often but if you could 
lend a hand with any task on or off the field, behind a computer, behind a camera, 
behind the bar or in the kitchen then please let us know.  It could be as little as 1 
or 2 hours a week which would make a massive difference to us.

Enjoy the games today and lets hope to see as many goals as last week.

John Sigurdsson

Club Captain



Jeff Yates has been a long time volunteer and
player at Rangers and this year has also come on
as a sponsor of the club along with his partner in

construction Scotty Pringle.  Your support and
ongoing commitment is very much appreciated

around the club.  Support them if you can.

Club Fixutres this week



New Plymouth Rangers embarked on their first ever match at Central Federation League last Sunday against
Massey University. Like their male counterparts on Saturday the University team was on the front foot early.
 Early pressing and cohesion for Massey led to a quick goal for the dangerous Sara Gurnick within the first 5
minutes for the visitors before NPR managed to get on the ball and create some opportunities for
themselves. High turnover of possession then proceeded before Holly Kleinsman following up from a shot
managed to bundle the ball over the line to bring the score to 1-1.
Massey continued to win more of the ball in the midfield and was able to penetrate through the NPR defence
line. This saw a further 3 more goals from Gurnick, Eva line Bruce and Micaela Reyes before the break for
Massey and a comfortable lead of 4-1.
After the break an early turnover of possession led to Massey increasing their lead to 5-1 through Melissa
McKenna, before NPR began to win more midfield ball and build some confidence. Tireless running from
Zara Erol Watt and Holly Kleinsman helped NPR to begin to probe and the introduction of Lily Dowsing and
Emma Macarthur helped to provide greater ball and options. Despite beginning to create more
opportunities, against the run of play Massey added to their tally with Sara Gurnick completing her hat-trick
to make it 6-1. 
NPR continued to press forward and was rewarded for their endeavour with two goals within the last 10
minutes. One was a lovely team goal with good work from Saskia Pelham and Ruby Hales down the left
before a cross eluded everyone apart from Lilly Dowsing who calmly stepped inside her marker and finished
with her left foot. A few minutes later a through ball into the right hand side of the penalty box was lashed in
first time by Holly Kleinsman to make the end score 6-3 to Massey.

Graemes thoughts:
We have a very young side with an average age of under 20. Coach Andrew 
Moore said the team learned how tough it will be to compete in this competition,
but we have good belief in our ability to improve and work hard. 
“Massey is a side that wants to play positively, like we do and we saw today
how you can execute that. The last 20 minutes of this game was encouraging
and if we can adopt the same level of intensity earlier and for longer, we will
improve” It was a great learning curve for the girls and Moore was please to
have a good crowd supporting us. 
Next Sunday NPR plays Palmerston North Marist at home. Graeme Cooper

 

Match report from Round One
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Federation League Squad WOMEN

mya watkins

midfielder

Holly Kleinsman

Striker

jessica browne

defender

richard Hales

Assistant coach

Tony Kleinsman

Assistant coach

RICHARD SUMPTER

GK COach

Emma Macarthur

Midfielder

Aimee Wisnewski
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Andrew moore
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SHINING PEAK ON TAP AT MERRILANDSNext weeks fixtures

SHINING PEAK ON TAP AT MERRILANDS2020 to 2021, the future looks bright







A massive thank you to all of our sponsors
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